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Dear Harvest Partner,
Once again as summer is ending we’re entering into the fall of the year. Colors are changing to denote the season
and my, what beautiful colors! “Many, O Lord my God, are thy wonderful works which thou hast done,” Ps. 40:5.
“Thou art the God that doeth wonders!” Ps. 77:14 “I will praise the name of God with a song, and will magnify him
with thanksgiving,” Ps. 69:30. – As you read this letter we will be approaching Thanksgiving, a season to be thankful
for all the goodness and protection that the Lord has kept upon us. It is our time to give thanks and praise to our
Lord and Saviour. His wisdom has surely been with his people during these trying times.
I have a few unusual events to write about that I know you will be interested in as well as the coming eclipse.
November 30th is a penumbral eclipse of the moon. And on Dec. 14 there will be a total solar eclipse. – Also a very
strange event has occurred. The planet Mercury’s orbit around the sun is only 88 days. Mercury was in opposition to
Uranus for 27 of those days and ended with a conjunction of Mercury with the sun. The next unusual event occurred
in Feb. 2020: Three major planets were in total conjunction and will end Dec. 4th. The next event will be that Jupiter and
Saturn enter into Aquarius at the exact time on Dec. 20th. What a year this has been with a major pandemic since
January 2020. Luke 21:25, “And there shall be signs in the sun, and in the moon, and in the stars; and upon the earth
distress of nations, with perplexity; the sea and the waves roaring.” Things to look for in 2021: The planetary line up
on Feb. 10th with Saturn, the Moon, Venus, Jupiter, Mercury and the Sun, all in the constellation Aquarius. - Also
what a major catastrophe concerning the fires that have devastated many states and are still ongoing along with the
most unusual weather and damaging storms on our coasts! While writing this letter a 7.6 earthquake occurred in the
southern area of Alaska. Let us take a look at what could be coming for the northwest coast. The Cascades have been
getting a lot of attention lately. 300 miles west off the coast of Oregon, underwater, the earth is rumbling the telltale
signs of devastation yet to come. There are in the Cascades area a chain of 16 volcanic mountains. A note from Neal
Frisby’s library follows.
“In our earliest writings the Holy Spirit mentioned the fact of coming volcanic eruptions also in association with
coming events!” – Note: “This warning of alarm has been sounded.” – The U.S. Geological Survey agency says, “An
ominous chain of geological time bombs is ticking away on America’s West Coast with a potential for erupting at
any moment in a volcanic fury that would endanger a vast area and threaten millions of people.” The Cascade
volcanoes lie in a particularly dangerous volcanic belt known as “the ring of fire” which circles the Pacific Ocean.
“I would like to place some appropriate Scriptures to remind us of what is happening and is yet to come!” Hag. 2:6
says, “I will shake the heavens and the earth!” Sounds like a volcano doesn’t it? It also has several meanings than
this. For instance atomic explosion would fulfill this Scripture! Isa. 24:20 reveals, “the earth shall reel to and fro like a
drunkard and shall be removed like a cottage!” Great quakes are ahead! Also Nah. 1:3,5 reveals “geological
upheavals and cataclysms!”– (Note: In 1700 the Cascades had a great eruption and went up through a vast amount of
trees for many miles, went over across the ocean to the coast of Japan causing major destruction. This is on record that
it took place.) – When these events happen anything west of Interstate 5 could be affected, which will include the San
Andres Fault. – Time bomb ticking away in America!
“I feel led of the Lord to put this Scripture here, the Psalmist gives some very comforting words to those who love
the Lord Jesus! Ps. 46:1-3, “God is our refuge and strength, a very present help in trouble! Therefore will not we
fear, though the earth be removed, and though the mountains be carried into the midst of the sea; Though the
waters thereof roar and be troubled, though the mountains shake with the swelling thereof! Se-lah!” – “Jesus is the
great protector of His people as He gathers them for translation!” End quote. – Brother Frisby spoke to me before he
passed away and he said we are entering the most dangerous hour on this earth and said to watch, for we are entering
a new era of absolute change for the way the United States will be run! And the greatest events and revolutionary
changes for the world will occur. But remember, no matter about the perilous times and changes coming, the Lord
will stand with you! This is the hour of the 91st Psalms.
This month I am releasing a new book called “Carelessness – Last Days – Real Faith Remembers.” (3 sermons in
one book.) Also a DVD, “Prophetic Waves.” - As the age is closing we want to do the best we can for this timely
message. During all my research the Lord has placed a special blessing on His people that have supported Neal
Frisby’s message. I will be remembering you in prayer.
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